Facebook:

• The best way to avoid a wrong way crash is to #StayRightatNight! Most wrong way crashes occur in 9 p.m. and 2 a.m. hours.

• There were 1,490 wrong way driving crashes in Florida in 2015! Learn and obey all traffic signs to avoid wrong way crashes. #StayRightatNight

• Don’t become a wrong way driver- learn and obey all traffic signs. Be on the alert for RED traffic signs, they could be telling you that you’re going the WRONG WAY! #StayRightatNight

• Call 911 immediately to report wrong way drivers. If you see a wrong way driver approaching, immediately reduce your speed and pull off the roadway. #StayRightatNight to avoid a wrong way crash.

• Head on collisions are the most dangerous and deadly crashes - in 81% of wrong way driving fatalities, vehicles are hit head on. Don’t be involved in a wrong way crash, stay right at night. #StayRightatNight

Twitter:

• Avoid a wrong way crash and #StayRightatNight! Head on collisions are deadly.

• 96 people died in wrong way crashes in FL in 2015. Avoid wrong way crashes by obeying all traffic signs & remembering to #StayRightatNight

• Why #StayRightatNight? Because wrong way crashes are deadly and occur most in the center or left lane.

• Don’t be involved in a wrong way driving crash. Be on the lookout for red and green traffic signs and always #StayRightatNight

• IF YOU SEE A WRONG WAY DRIVER: Call 911 and report the vehicle immediately. #StayRightatNight

• Drivers were injured or killed in more than 2/3 of wrong way crashes in FL in 2015. #StayRightatNight